WeatherSentry® Construction Edition

Build real-time weather information
into your business decisions.
From intense lightning to major rainfall to extreme heat, the
weather can have a major impact on your day-to-day operations,
your employees, and the success of your business. DTN is here
to help with WeatherSentry Construction Edition. Now you can
see real-time weather information—including accurate forecasts,
lightning detection, wet bulb globe forecasts, storm corridor
information, and so much more—and even get alerts, all right
on your phone. Making it easier than ever to make faster, more
informed decisions that benefit your people and your profits alike.

This system allows you to:
• Avoid weather-related work delays.
• Keep employees safe with ample warning when bad weather is
approaching.
• Save time and money through more informed scheduling.
• Document project delays with historical weather data.

”WeatherSentry is
an indispensable
tool that allows
us to make good
mission-critical
scheduling and
logistic decisions
for our employees,
our customers—
and ultimately our
bottom line.”
Schuster Concrete
Construction

WeatherSentry Construction Edition
The information you need —
when you need it.

The game-changing features

Rain delays. Damaged equipment.
Dangerously high temperatures. These
things can all eat into your productivity and,
ultimately, your bottom line. But with DTN’s
industry leading forecasts, you can better
anticipate what’s coming your way and
schedule your work accordingly. And with daily
forecasts 15 days out and hourly forecasts
for the immediate 72 hours—tailored to your
specific job site—you know you’re working
with the most current information available.
So you can create the best possible plan for
scheduling and managing your teams to
minimize risk and maximize your productivity
and your profits.

• Patented, location-specific alerts that can
be customized over 50 parameters and
ranked in order of importance to you.

• A single dashboard and multiple layers
for comprehensive weather intelligence.

• Patented PrecipTimer® tells you when
rain will start and how long it’s expected
to last.

The DTN advantage
• We have been independently ranked the
most accurate weather forecast provider
10 years in a row.
• We are a member of Weather
Ready Nation.
• We offer an industry leading decision
support system, including patented alerting.

How it works
• The system provides daily forecasts for
15 days and hourly forecasts for the
immediate 72 hours for your specific
job site.
• Forecasts are updated hourly, ensuring you
have the most up-to-date information.
• Information is displayed in a fully
customizable view that lets you track
radar, storm corridors, wind, and lightning,
including what time they’ll be passing
through your site.
• Patented alerting technology
keeps you abreast of potentially
hazardous situations.
• Use OnDemand to consult one of our
experienced meteorologists online or via
the app and have your questions answered
in minutes.
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